
FULL more sensitive and less biased than STEADY and NtF conditions. No 
differences between STEADY and NtF and no effects on precision.

Sensitivity & overestimation bias greater for both scan conditions. FtN less 
precise for DD group and FULL more precise than NtF for SD group.

STEADY marginally more biased toward overestimation. No effects on 
sensitivity or precision. No effects of block order.
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Background

to be alleviated with near-to-far scanning of the ground plane, suggesting an 
important role for the sequential integration of surface information (Wu et al., 
2004). 

information is not critical, at least indoors where alternate surfaces (walls 
and ceiling) are available to inform the scale of the space (Gajewski et al., 
2014; see also Creem-Regehr et al., 2005).

The present study aimed to reconcile these outcomes by matching designs 
and manipulations used in indoor and outdoor settings. 

General Methods

            FtN: Far-to-Near scan w/goggle (eye level to feet)
            NtF: Near-to-Far scan w/goggle (feet to eye level)

 Gaze w/goggle (head declination locked toward target)

(free view but w/head declination locked)

 (slopes relating response to target 
  distance),  (mean signed error), and  (standard error of the 

Sensitivity greater for FULL and OUTDOOR. Effect of viewing condition on 
bias depended on context (Trend toward greater responses with STEADY  

Summary of Results

Discussion

either context is inconsistent with the sequential integration framework. 
Instead, performance may depend on the ability to apprehend the greater 
context more generally. Although context effects on distance judgments 
have been reported with unrestricted (full-cue) viewing conditions (Lappin et 

perception of the ground surface local to the object outdoors, the cue basis 
for restricted-view performance was nearly identical across contexts. We 

assumptions about the scale of the space.
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